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Cryptography is a foundational pillar of the global information
security infrastructure
physical
security

trust
Cryptography allows us to achieve
information security while using untrusted
communication systems.
cryptography

e.g. Do you update your software and antivirus daily? Why do you trust the source?

A foundational pillar for a complex system
Many potential weak links:
• bad trust assumptions
• phishing
• weak passwords
• bad implementations
• side-channel attacks
• cryptography protocol errors
• etc, etc.
• … including … “unknown unknowns”

CC-BY-SA 2009 John M. Kennedy T.
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The problem
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One serious problem for public-key cryptography
In: Proceedings, 35th Annual Symposium on Foundations of Computer Science,
Santa Fe, NM, November 20–22, 1994, IEEE Computer Society Press, pp. 124–134.

Algorithms for Quantum Computation:
Discrete Logarithms and Factoring
Peter W. Shor
AT&T Bell Labs
Room 2D-149
600 Mountain Ave.
Murray Hill, NJ 07974, USA

Abstract
A computer is generally considered to be a universal
computational device; i.e., it is believed able to simulate
any physical computational device with a increase in computation time of at most a polynomial factor. It is not
clear whether this is still true when quantum mechanics is
taken into consideration. Several researchers, starting with
David Deutsch, have developed models for quantum me-

tum mechanics and computing was done by Benioff [1, 2].
Although he did not ask whether quantum mechanics conferred extra power to computation, he did show that a Turing machine could be simulated by the reversible unitary
evolution of a quantum process, which is a necessary prerequisite for quantum computation. Deutsch [9, 10] was the
first to give an explicit model of quantum computation. He
defined both quantum Turing machines and quantum circuits and investigated some of their properties.
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…on top of ever-present risk of unexpected advances in
classical algorithms
e.g.

A quasi-polynomial algorithm for discrete logarithm
in finite fields of small characteristic
Improvements over FFS in small to medium characteristic
Razvan Barbulescu, Pierrick Gaudry, Antoine Joux, Emmanuel Thomé

Introduction

Cryptology ePrint Archive: Report 2013/400
Date: received 18 Jun 2013
screte logarithm problem (DLP) was first proposed as a hard problem in cryptography in the se
of Diffie and Hellman [DH76]. Since then, together with factorization, it has become one of th
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How much of a
problem is quantum
computing, really??
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How soon do we need to worry?
Depends on:
§ How long do you need encryption to be secure?
(x years)
§ How much time will it take to re-tool the existing
infrastructure with large-scale quantum-safe
solution? (y years)
§ How long will it take for a large-scale quantum
computer to be built (or for any other relevant
advance? (z years)
Theorem 1: If x + y > z, then worry.
What do we do here??
y

x
z

time

WHAT’S A QUANTUM
COMPUTER??

Physics and Computation
§ Information is physical…
• Information is stored in a physical medium and manipulated by
physical processes.
• A realistic model of computation must be cast in a realistic physical
framework.
• The “classical” paradigm for physics usually provides a good
approximation to the laws of physics, but not always.

Why are quantum computers
apparently more powerful?
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§ Classically simulating n quantum bits seems to require
keeping track of 2n quantum amplitudes.
n
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210 ≈ 1 000
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230 ≈ 1 000 000 000 ≈ GB
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240 ≈ 1 000 000 000 000 ≈ TB

50

250 ≈ 1 000 000 000 000 000 ≈ PB

§ This challenges the Strong Church-Turing thesis:
• A probabilistic (classical) Turing machine can efficiently
simulate any realistic model of computing.

What might quantum
computers look like?
§ Trapped ions?

Blatt and Wineland. Nature 453, 1008-1015 (2008).

“This picture illustrates our vision
of a future quantum computer.
Strings of ions are held as
separate strings above an ‘ion
trap chip’. Through
the antennaeeffect, quantum
information can
be exchanged
between
neighbouring
ion strings.”

© Harald Ritsch

NIST’s gold ion trap on an
aluminum-nitride backing

Y. Colombe/NIST

Superconducting qubits?
§ Nanoelectronic circuits with linear elements and Josephson
junction (non-linear inductor)

E. Lucero, D. Mariantoni, and M. Mariantoni

E. Lucero, D. Mariantoni, and M. Mariantoni

There are many other proposals,
and new ones still to be invented.
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“Threshold theorem”

Architecture description

Threshold “ɛ”
If the error rates of the
basic operations of the
device are below ɛ,

then we can efficiently
Error model

scale quantum
computations.

community to employ quantum mechanical effects in the
design of information processing systems:

Later, Bennett [2], among others, showed that universal
computation need not be irreversible. In principle,
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Furthermore, almost all the experiments so far are

Fault-tolerant quantum computation
Algorithms on multiple logical qubits
Operations on single logical qubits
Logical memory with longer lifetime than physical qubits
QND measurements for error correction and control
Algorithms on multiple physical qubits

am

Operations on single physical qubits
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Fig. 1. Seven stages in the development of quantum information processing. Each advancement requires
mastery of the preceding stages, but each also represents a continuing task that must be perfected in
parallel with the others. Superconducting qubits are the only solid-state implementation at the third
stage, and they now aim at reaching the fourth stage (green arrow). In the domain of atomic physics and
quantum optics, the third stage had been previously attained by trapped ions and by Rydberg atoms. No
implementation has yet reached the fourth stage, where a logical qubit can be stored, via error correction,
for a time substantially longer than the decoherence time of its physical qubit components.
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How long to re-tool the cryptographic infrastructure?
Cryptographers are studying possible quantum-safe codes.
Quantum information experts are researching the power of
quantum algorithms, and their impact on computationally secure
cryptography.
How easy is it to change from one cryptographic algorithm to a
quantum-secure one? Are the standards and practices ready?

Sept. 18th - 23rd 2011,
Dagstuhl Seminar 11381
Sept. 8th - 13th 2013,
Dagstuhl Seminar 13371
TBD 2015

1-3 October, 2014, Waterloo, Canada

Workshop on
Cybersecurity in a PostQuantum World, 2-3 April
2015
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Cryptography leaders guide the
future to new information security
standards

What is cryptography?

What are we working on?

Cryptography is about keeping data and
communications secure. People around
the world depend on cryptography to
keep their data and communication
secure and reliable. Information
security lets us communicate, work,

Quantum technologies are
revolutionizing our world,
simultaneously posing new challenges
and providing new tools for the future
of information security. Quantum-safe
cryptography harnesses these tools to

Cryptography experts and decision
makers met in France last week to set
out a plan for a global quantum-safe
cryptographic ...
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The solutions
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Quantum-safe cryptographic infrastructure
“post-quantum” cryptography

§ classical codes deployable
without quantum technologies
§ believed/hoped to be secure
against quantum computer
attacks of the future

+

quantum cryptography

§ quantum codes requiring
some quantum
technologies (typically less
than a large-scale quantum
computer)
§ typically no computational
assumptions and thus
known to be secure against
quantum attacks

Both sets of cryptographic tools can work very well together in quantum-safe
cryptographic ecosystem
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Overview of options
Quantum-safe key
establishment

Quantum-safe authentication
§ Trap-door predicate based
public-key signatures
§ Hash-function based public-key
signatures
§ Symmetric-key authentication

§ “Alternative” public-keyencryption based key
establishment
•
•
•
•

Lattices
Codes
Multi-variate functions
Other

§ Quantum key establishment
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Some comments about QKD
Quantum communication can provide “information
theoretically” secure key establishment through an
untrusted (quantum) authenticated channel.

Canary Islands:
Longest Free Space distance for QKD
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§

New technologies will achieve
reliable quantum
communication on global
distances, well beyond the
current range of about 100 km
•

QL B

QL A

Final Key

Quantum repeaters, quantum
teleportation, and satellites can
be used someday to span the
globe

Network A

Network B

Quantum repeaters

§

Reviews on Quantum Repeaters: Sangouard et al, Rev. Mod.
Phys. 83, 33 (2011); Kimble, NATURE, 453 (2008).

§

A quantum satellite in LEO can
interconnect ground networks
located anywhere on Earth.
• Active research in Canada
(QEYSSAT), USA, Europe
(Space-QUEST), Japan, China,
Singapore.
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§ One advantage of quantum key-exchange
combined with public-key signatures
Public-key encryption requires a “trapdoor predicate”.
Signatures only require a “one-way function”.
n

Few known potentially quantum-safe alternatives for
PKE

n

Many likely quantum-safe alternatives for OWF

n

A big advantage of QKD is that it allows key
establishment with public-key authentication, but does not
need a trap-door predicate
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Complexity assumptions for long-term confidentiality
Signature/
key-establishment/
encryption combination
Strongest computational assumption
§ No computational assumptions.
§ Symmetric key authentication +
QKD+OTP
§ Hash-based signatures + QKD
+OTP

§ Short-term security of OWF

§ Hash-based signatures + QKD
+AES

§ Long-term security of OWF

§ Trapdoor based signatures +
QKD+AES

§ Short-term security of trapdoor
predicate + long-term security of
OWF
§ Long-term security of trapdoor
predicate

§ Trapdoor based signatures +
trapdoor based key establishment
+AES
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Overcoming obstacles to quantum-proofing
Challenges
§ Performance
§ Battle-testing:
•
•
•
•

Implementation errors
Protocol errors
Side-channel attacks
etc

§ Availability
§ Resistance to replacing
something that currently works
§ Interoperability and
standardization

Potential approaches
§ Benchmarking/challenges
§ Hybridize conventional
signatures and key
establishment with quantum-safe
signatures and key
establishment
§ Offer open-source reference
implementations
§ Engage in dialogue with
standards organizations, whitepapers, etc.

Quantum mechanics forces us to reinvent the foundations
of our cryptographic infrastructure.
Quantum-safe is a necessary condition to be cyber-safe
We need to take advantage of the head-start we have been
given, and make the next generation ICT infrastructure as
secure and robust as we can.
The planning needs to start now.

Suggestions
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• Get quantum-safe options on vendor roadmaps
• Routinely ask about vulnerability of systems to quantum
attacks
• Include quantum-safe options in RFPs
• Keep switching costs low

• (If appropriate) request the necessary standards for
the quantum-safe tools needed
• Request the information/studies needed to make
wise decisions going forward
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Thank you!

• Feedback welcome: mmosca@iqc.ca
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